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An interesting bound on the number of points df a plane algebraic curve C of 
PG(2, q) is obtained, without using the deep theorem of Hasse-Weil. This bound is 
used to prove a well-known theorem by Segre on complete k arcs in PG(2,q), q 
even. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
A deep theorem on the number of points lying on an algebraic curve of 
genus g in PG(r, q) was proved originally by Hasse [ 1,2] for g = 1 and then 
by Weil [5,6] for arbitrary g. With the terminology of [3, Chap. lo], if C, 
is an absolutely irreducible curve of order n and genus g in PG(2, q) and if 
M is the number of model points of C,, being the simple points plus the 
singular points counted according to their real index, then by the Hasse-Weil 
theorem]M-(q+ 1)]<2g&. 
The following theorems are due to Segre [4] (see also [3, Chap. lo]): 
THEOREM a. Let N be the number of simple points on a plane algebraic 
curve C, of order n in PG(2, q) with no regular linear components. If 
&>n-l,thenN<n(q+2-n). 
THEOREM b. Let K be a k arc in PG(2, q) with q even. Then the tk 
unisecants of K, where t = q + 2 - k belong to an algebraic envelope T, of 
class t with the properties: 
(i) P, is unique if k > t, that is, k > q/2 + 1, 
(ii) T, contains no bisecant of K and so no pencil with vertex x in K, 
(iii) each unisecant of K is a simple line of r,. 
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THEOREM c. If K is a complete k arc with k < q + 1 in PG(2, q), q even, 
then k<q--\/;i+ 1. 
In the proof of Theorem a Segre uses the Hasse-Weil theorem in the plane 
case; Theorem b is proved by elementary methods of algebraic and 
projective geometry; Theorem c is a corollary of Theorems a and b. 
Here, we deduce an upper bound on the number R of real points of a 
plane algebraic curve C, with no regular linear components and we also 
prove Theorem c, without using the Hasse-Weil theorem. 
2. THEOREM 1 
THEOREM 1. If R is the number of real points of a plane algebraic curve 
C, of order n with no regular linear components, then R < qn - q + n. 
Proof. Since C, has no regular linear component, by the theorem of 
Bezout (see [3, p. 223)) any line of PG(2, q) has at most n points in 
common with C,. Hence, if R > 2, then C, is a (R; n’) arc [3, p. 3201 of 
PG(2, q), with n’ < n. So R < qn’ -q + n’ [3, p. 3221, and consequently, 
Rgqn-q+n. 
Remark 1. First, we notice that in most of the cases the bound in 
Theorem 1 is better than the bound in Theorem a of the introduction. 
Indeed, for any curve C, we have N Q R and moreover qn -q + n < 
n(q + 2 - n) iff q > n2 - n. If q is a square, then for all q and n with fi > 
n-l or fi>n there holds q>n*-n, from which qn-q+n< 
n(q + 2 - n). 
Remark 2. By the theorem of Hasse-Weil N < q + 1 + 2g fi< q + 1 + 
(n - l)(n - 2) \/;f and by Theorem 1 N < qn -q + n. Now suppose that 
n>&+2. Then,f(n,q) = (qn-q+n) - (q+l+(n-l)(n-2)&) = 
(n-2)&(-n+&+2) - n&+ 2&+ n-l < -n&+ 2&-I- 
n-l. Since -n& + 2& + n - 1 = n(l-\/;T) + 2~5 - 1 < 
(&+2)(1--&)+2&-l=-q+&+l, we have f(n,q)<O for 
q > 2. It is also easy to show that f (n, 2) < 0. Hence, if n > & + 2, then 
fh9) < 0. 
3. THEOREM 2 
THEOREM 2. If K is a complete k arc with k < q + 1 in PG(2, q), q even, 
then k<q--m+$. 
Prooj By Theorem b of Segre the tk unisecants of K belong to an 
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envelope r, of class t. By Theorem b(iii) all the unisecants to K are simple 
lines of I’,. Hence, if N is the number of simple lines of r,, then N > kt. 
Suppose r, contains a regular linear component. Then, there is a point x in 
PG(2, q) such that the pencil of lines with vertex x lies in r,. Since, by 
Theorem b(ii), no bisecant of K lies in r,, all the lines xy with y in K are 
unisecants to K. Hence KU {x} is a (k + 1) arc, which is not possible as K 
is complete. So r, contains no regular linear component. 
Now by Theorem 1, we have N<R<qt-q+t, and so qt-q+t>kt. 
Hence, q(q + 2 - k) - q t (q + 2 - k) > k f 2 - k) or k* - k(2q + 3) + 
q2 + 2q + 2 > 0. Consequently, k < q - I+ q + { + $. 
Remark. Letqbeasquare.Sincek<q-m+$<q-&++,we 
havek<q-fi+ 1. 
4. THEOREM 3 
THEOREM 3. If K is a complete k arc with k < q t 1 in PG(2, q), k odd 
and q even, then k < q - &j + 1. 
Proof. By Theorem b of Segre the tk unisecants of K belong to an 
envelope r, of class t. Since K is complete, the envelope r, contains no 
regular linear component (cf. proof of Theorem 2). Now by the theorem of 
Bezout, any point of PG(2, q) is contained in at most t unisecants of K. 
Let s, be the number of unisecants through the point x1 6Z K of PG(2, q), 
i= 1 ,..., q* t q t 1 - k. By counting the number of ordered pairs (x,, L), L 
an unisecant containing xi @ K, we obtain Cj si = tkq; by counting the 
number of ordered triples (xi, L, L’), L and L’ distinct unisecants containing 
Xi @ K, we obtain xi si(si - 1) = tk(tk - t). 
Since s[ has the parity of k [3, p.1641, si is odd for all i = l,..., q* + 
q + 1 - k. Hence, S, > 1 for all i, and SO Ci (si - l)(s, - t) < 0. Conse- 
quently, C, s,(si - 1) - t ,JJi si t t(q* t q t 1 - k) < 0, i.e., tk(tk - t) - 
t2kqtt(q2+qt1-k)<O. There arises 
(k-(q--&-t l))>O,andsok&q-fit 1. 
(k-l)(k-(q+l+&))x 
Remark. Let k = q - fit 1. Then any point of PG(2, q) is contained in 
1 or t = fit 1 unisecants of K. Since tk = q &+ 1, the tk unisecants of K 
are the q &+ 1 elements of a dual Hermitian arc [3, p. 3371. 
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